Deploying McGraw-Hill Connect assignments to D2L content

How do I put McGraw-Hill Connect assignments into content in my D2L course?

Making Space in Content

McGraw-Hill Connect cannot put assignments into your D2L course’s content area unless you have a module in content for them.

놓다

If you have not done so already, create in content a module, or modules, for your Connect assignments.

Pushing Assignments from Connect to D2L Content

놓다

Confirming Assignment Deployment

In Your Connect Course

Check the Assignments tab in your Connect course. The Assignments tab will show an orange “B” (Brightspace) icon for each assignment you have successfully deployed.

In Your D2L Course

Check the module in content in your D2L course. The Connect assignments will be listed there.
See also:

- McGraw-Hill's own support resources for D2L